
RETAIL - CASE STUDY

MAJOR DEPARTMENT STORE 
SEES A 4X LIFT IN STORE 
VISITATION WITH PLACEIQ’S 
MOBILE TARGETING 
COMBINED WITH TV ADS

Campaign Objectives

Methodology Targeting

One of the largest retailers in the country leveraged PlaceIQ targeting and measurement to determine if mobile ads in combination with TV ads 
drove greater store visitation than mobile or TV advertising alone. Furthermore, the retailer sought to uncover the most effective approach to 

driving customers to stores and measure the effectiveness of ads among existing customers versus competitive shoppers.

Map Retailers

Measure Place Visit Rate

Target Key Shoppers

Measure Incremental Lift

Retail store visitation is connected to 
mobile devices

Users that were likely 
to have seen the TV ad

Users that were 
unlikely to have seen 
the TV ad

Retailer’s existing 
shoppers

Competitors’ shoppers 

PlaceIQ measures the rate at which 
exposed devices visit the Retailer’s stores 
compared to a control group

Use Rentrak data to reach specific TV network 
viewers and PlaceIQ location data to reach 
Retailer’s shoppers with relevant messages

Determine if mobile ads delivered to an 
audience also exposed to a TV campaign 
drove more store visits compared to 
mobile or TV advertising alone 

PlaceIQ targeted audiences 
who also viewed the TV ads, 
were nearly 4X more likely 
visit the store

+4X Audiences targeted with only 
TV ads resulted in 2x lift in 
visitation+2X

Results
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PlaceIQ targeted audiences 
who also viewed the TV ads, 
were nearly 4X more likely to 
visit the store

Results Place Visit Rate

Consumer Behavior Insights
Real shopper insights can be revealed when you combine location data, past shopper behaviors, and post campaign behaviors to 

better inform future campaigns

TV and mobile advertising work better together; 
TV network targeting on mobile should supplement a TV buy

Middle to upper level 
income

For brands seeking to understand consumer behavior, PlaceIQ connects physical and digital activities across time, space, and mobile 
devices to uncover opportunities to learn and connect with audiences. PlaceIQ is a powerful, location-based audience and insights 
platform that organizes a wide variety of consumer activity data around a precise location base map at massive scale. PlaceIQ uses 
its detailed understanding of location and consumer activity to reach a targeted audience, and also to derive powerful insights about 
consumer behavior to inform market and business strategies for national brands. The company is headquartered in New York City and 
has offices in Palo Alto, Chicago, and Detroit.

www.placeiq.com   |   212.255.8570   |   info@placeiq.com

Multicultural consumers

Less likely to shop at 
discount stores or to 
enjoy outdoor activities

Shop at Meijer and 
Costco

Enjoy going to movies 
and bars

Audiences targeted with only 
TV ads resulted in 2x lift in 
visitation

+2X

No mobile ads, no TV ads

Retailer TV Network
Viewers (mobile), TVads

TV ads only

2X Lift

4X Lift
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Visit department stores 
and electronic stores


